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    Good Morning/Afternoon/Evening Ladies and Gentlemen.    Thank you for attending the Millionaire Real Estate Investor Client Workshop.  My name is _______________ with Keller Williams __________.    I am happy that you chose to spend some time with us today.  My goal is to show you the wealth building opportunities in Residential Real Estate Investing.  This is an area that I am familiar with and I would like to help you facilitate this in your life.Note to instructor:  for slides 34, 40, and 41 there is an opportunity to lead an exercise based on opportunities in your local market.  You will need to prepare for this in advance.
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     This information session is based on the best selling book, titled The Millionaire Real Estate Investor.  The book was written by Gary Keller, the founder of Keller Williams Realty, with Dave Jenks and Jay Papasan.     For this book, Keller and his team interviewed 120 Millionaire Real Estate Investors.  From those interviews, they developed models for investing in real estate.       This book can be your handbook to learn how to develop criteria to buy real estate, zero in on the terms of any transactions and achieve the best possible deals.     I am pleased to be able to give you a complimentary copy of the book that you can take home with you and study in further detail.     In the next 90 minutes, it would be impossible for me to review every single concept in detail.  What I will do is give you an overview of the major concepts.  I am confident that at the end of the session you will be excited about your wealth building possibilities and be ready to get started on your path to becoming a millionaire real estate investor!



Financial Wealth

(fĭ-năn shЭl, wĕlth) 

Financial Wealth

(fĭ-năn shЭl, wĕlth) 

n.  The unearned income to finance your 
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n.  The unearned income to finance your 
life mission without having to work.

     What is financial wealth?  It is the unearned income to finance your life mission without having to work.  It is creating investment vehicles that will create passive income—income that you generate that is not from your job.      Financial wealth gives you the opportunity to live out what you truly want to do without having to worry about income or cash flow.   Regardless of your current financial situation, developing financial wealth through real estate investing can be achieved if you put your mind to it.  You will want to follow the experience of successful investors.EXAMPLE:   One of the investors interviewed for this book is Carlos Herbon, in Ogden, Utah.  He arrived in the US with $120 in his pocket.  He purchased his first duplex because his family could not find a place to live who would take them and his small children.  The renters on the other unit of that duplex ultimately paid for the mortgage.  Carlos’ next property was a triplex, and this is where he ultimately found the significance in real estate investing.  Carlos, his wife and 3 sons now own more than $3 million in property which brings about $30K in rent.  Carlos’ philosophy:  Success is on the other side of fear.   See page 382 for Carlos’ full story.



The Millionaire Real Estate Investor is dedicated to
the men and women who have a passion for their
work and yet dream of someday achieving
financial independence, of someday being able to
finance their mission in life without having to
work. This book is dedicated to all those who
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want the biggest life possible, who are actively
seeking ways to finance that vision, who want to
go as far as possible with as few roadblocks as
possible, and who want to say that at the end of
the day, “I’m glad I did” instead of “I wish I had.”

     Here is the dedication, the purpose, of this book as written by the authors.(read slide)



THE POWER OF PROVEN MODELS 
OVER TRIAL AND ERROR
THE POWER OF PROVEN MODELS 
OVER TRIAL AND ERROR
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Trial &
Error 

Where You Begin 
with Action Based 

on Personal 
Experience

Where You Begin 
with Action Based 

on Personal 
Experience

Your Natural Ceiling of 
Achievement 

    This book is based on modeling, using the information gained from 120 millionaire real estate investors.  It takes their experience and their expertise and puts them into digestible models so that you can study what they do, repeat what they do, and repeat their success!     The models that are described in this book represent the “best practices” of the most successful investors today.  This gives you the opportunity to benefit from their experience, their trial and error, their mistakes and their successes.     When we take the challenge to learn something new, we make the connection early in life that if we do something one way, we get a specific result.  Then, we do it another way, and get an even better result.  We begin to understand that there could clearly be a better way, or even a best way of doing things that would produce the best outcomes.       By paying close attention to the outcomes, you can learn and understand the best ways to do things.  You become more intentional and purposeful in your actions to ensure the best outcome.     However, at some point, you come to a position where everything in your current experience or knowledge can only lead you to a certain level of success.  Naturally, you will start looking elsewhere for more information, like books, websites, teachers, and even consultants for advice.        So, essentially, you don’t have to start at the beginning and learn from you own mistakes ... instead, you can start where someone else has left off.  You can learn from other people’s experiences and achieve a higher level of success.     Simply put, if you look at the very best people in a field of study and study what they do, you can often repeat their success.  
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(this slide has automation and is coordinated with the next two slides.  Go through each part before clicking and moving on to the next piece)     In order to repeat the success of already successful real estate investors, the key is to learn how they achieved their goals, and then understand why they did it that way.       After the investor interviews, the authors realized that investors focused on three simple but dynamic forces.     (click slide)  The first is CRITERIA – criteria are the standards that define what kind of property you are looking for.  These are the things that you list hen you are hunting for the next opportunity to invest in—is it a single family or multi-family opportunity?  What features or amenities does it have?  What is the location?  These are aspects of the property that can’t be negotiated.  Criteria narrow down an investors choices to the properties that represent the greatest opportunity and the least risk. You can think of it as the “opportunity” filter, it keeps out the bad, lets in the good.  Bad criteria, or no criteria at all, is the downfall of many would be investors – you have got to know what you want to buy before you take any action!EXAMPLE:  Jimmy and Linda McKissack of Denton, Texas were investors interviewed for the book.  While trying to keep a restaurant and night club open, the McKissacks began to invest in 3/2 single family homes so their cash from the restaurant and club wouldn’t disappear so quickly.  The McKissacks created an initial criteria for their “cash friendly” situation – 20% cash down on each deal.  Each property was 10% below market value and had to generate cash flow at a minimum of $200 a month after taxes and expenses on a 15-year mortgage.  Despite the inevitable drawbacks and challenges, the McKissacks believe their biggest mistake was not investing sooner.  They currently own 95 units and have made over 150 transactions.  See page 390 for their full story.
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NETWORK
Supports Your Deals

     (click on the slide)  The next foundation of the model is Terms – this means how you buy the property.  This is how you turn your opportunity, which meets your criteria, into a good deal.     Once the property meets your criteria, terms are the negotiable aspects of your investment, such as the offer price, the down payment, interest rates, occupancy date and closing costs.     Terms are where a great deal can be created from even the most modest criteria.     Terms means understanding the financial basics of a transaction, knowing which elements are flexible, being systematic about getting all you can from every deal and also, for some, knowing when to walk away.     Buying right means buying on the right terms.     (click on the slide)  The last side of the foundation triangle is Network, the people who help you find, complete, and support your real estate investments.    This was a surprise contender for the authors, but from the research and interviews of the 120 millionaire real estate investors, time and time again, they referred to all the people who helped them succeed.  These investors established a “dream team”, from real estate agents, contractors, property managers.  You will need help, and your Network will provide you with the help to start and succeed.     Mastering these three areas – Criteria, Terms, and Network, will give you the greatest chance for long term success and place you solidly on a path to becoming a millionaire real estate investor.
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OwnOwn

BuyBuy

ThinkThink

NETWORK

     As Criteria, Terms and Network are the foundation to becoming a millionaire real estate investor, the path of the millionaire real estate investor is a progression through stages.    It just does not happen over night!  There is no easy pill or easy way to progress to the peak!  The stages are as follows:     (click slide) Think like a millionaire real estate investor.  Get over your mythunderstandings, your fear and your hesitation. Work to find those opportunities to purchase real estate that match your criteria and terms     (click slide)  Buy a Million.  Develop a thorough understanding of the best models for investing in real estate and an understanding of money, the ways it it made and the ways it can be lost.  The goal of the book and this seminar is to equip you with the working models that you need to help you purchase investment properties, and purchase them right.  This is the stage that requires that you apply the power of criteria, terms and network to launch your investment career     (click slide)  Next is own a million, where you set your sights on having an equity position of a million dollars or more in your properties.  The investing you have done has blossomed into a full fledged business, so you have to start thinking and dealing with balancing cash flow, taxes, and owner equity issues.  The models in this book will help you understand these issues from the beginning.  The result is that when these issues come up, you don’t have to stop and worse, start over!      (click slide) The last stage is receive a million, this is the peak, the summit, a place where only the best have gone.  When you are in a position to receive an annual income of a million dollars from your investments, your investment business is now designed so that you can chose to get out of the day to day work and enjoy the benefits of what you have created! 
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MythUnderstandingsMythUnderstandings

     Don’t underestimate the power of doubt to keep you from becoming your best.  This is exactly what often happens in the world of investing.  People doubt either their abilities or their possibilities.  They simply don’t believe they can really be investors or that investing can help them reach financial wealth.     When interviewing millionaire real estate investors for this book, a clear pattern emerged.  One time or another, these now high-achieving investors had to confront a persistent fear or a nagging doubt about investing that later proved to be unfounded.     The authors were able to identify 8 of those limiting beliefs that would be investors commonly hold about becoming an investor and about investing itself.     There are two distinct categories of Mythunderstandings, which are part myths and part misunderstandings.
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EIGHT MYTHUNDERSTANDINGS
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WEALTH

Three Personal MythsThree Personal Myths

Myth: I Don’t Need to Be an Investor — My Job Will Take Care of 
My Financial Wealth

Truth: Yes, You Do Need to Be an Investor —Your Job is Not Your 
Financial Wealth

1
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Myth: I Don’t Need or Want to Be Financially Wealthy — I’m Happy 
with What I Have

Truth: You Need to Open Your Eyes —You Do Need and Want to Be 
Financially Wealthy

2

Myth: It Doesn’t Matter If I Want or Need It — I Just Can’t Do It
Truth: You Can’t Predict What You Can or Can’t Do Until You Try

3

(This slide is automated.  Use the instructions below to talk about each point one at a time)The first set of myths has to do with your personal financial situation.(click slide)  Personal Myth 1: (read myth and truth)Your current job income and savings plan will not be nearly enough to build true financial wealth.  Very very few make enough income from their jobs to become financially wealthy.  (click side)  Personal Myth 2: (read myth and truth)Becoming an investor is all about preparing for the minimums and maximums in your life.  If you choose not to pursue financial wealth, your future more than likely will be defined by extremely limiting financial choices. (click slide)  Personal Myth 3: (read myth and truth) There is no way for anyone to know your true financial potential until you try.



EIGHT MYTHUNDERSTANDINGS
BETWEEN YOU AND FINANCIAL 
WEALTH

EIGHT MYTHUNDERSTANDINGS
BETWEEN YOU AND FINANCIAL 
WEALTH

1 Myth: Investing is Complicated
Truth: Investing is Only as Complicated as You Make It

Five Investing MythsFive Investing Myths

Myth: The Best Investments Require Knowledge Most People Don’t Have
Truth: Your Best Investments Will Always Be in Areas You Can or Already Understand

2
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5 Myth: All the Good Investments are Taken
Truth: Every Market has Its Share of Good Investments

Truth: Your Best Investments Will Always Be in Areas You Can or Already Understand

Myth: Investing is Risky — I’ll Lose My Money
Truth: Investing, by Definition, is Not Risky

3

Myth: Successful Investors are Able to Time the Market 
Truth: In Successful Investing the Timing Finds You

4

(This slide is automated.  Use the instructions below to talk about each point one at a time)Let’s explore the myths about the activity of investing and building financial wealth.  (click slide) Investing Myth 1: (read myth and truth) Investing is complicated, but so are most things!  Great investing can be learned if you take it slowly, start with the basics and follow proven models.(click slide)  Investing Myth 2: (read myth and truth) The real nature of investing is always investing in things that you know and fully understand.  Choose an area that you already know or one that greatly interests you and commit yourself to becoming an expert in it over time. Investing in real estate is one of the easiest areas of investing in which to acquire expert knowledge and understanding.(click slide) Myth 3: (read myth and truth) Investing is Risky – I’ll lose money! Risk is the concept that people BRING to the concept of investing. Great investors don’t think of investing as risky, rather it’s about following sound investment principles and models, and taking the risk out of the game altogether.(click slide) Investing Myth 4: (read myth and truth) Timing is all about being active—all the time!   You must be in the game all the time.  The best deals come from the best opportunities and the best opportunities come fast, so you have to be active all the time.(click slide) Investing Myth 5: (read myth and truth) Those who take the best investments are those who best understand the conditions to create good investments.  
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     If you remember the triangle we viewed, that described foundational model of the real estate investor.  The boundaries of investment triangle are criteria, terms and network.  (This model is also on page 33 of your book.)     And if you remember, there is a progressive path to becoming a real estate investor.  The first stage of that path is thinking million.  This stage involves getting over your mythunderstandings, your fear and your hesitation and beginning to think like a millionaire real estate investor!



THE SEVEN WAYS MILLIONAIRE 
REAL ESTATE INVESTORS THINK
THE SEVEN WAYS MILLIONAIRE 
REAL ESTATE INVESTORS THINK

1. Think Powered by a Big Why

2. Think Big Goals, Big Models, and Big Habits

3. Think Money Matters
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4. Think Net Worth

5. Think Real Estate

6. Think Value, Opportunity, and Deals

7. Think Action

     One of the things the authors saw continually in their interviews of millionaire real estate investors is in the way they thought about money—specifically, their motivation for seeking financial wealth and also their understanding on how wealth is attained.     If you can grasp the fundamental principals of how to build, hold and employ wealth, you have achieved the first stage and the first goal of the book.     Here are the seven ways millionaire real estate investors think.  We will go into them in a little more detail.  (read the 7 points)



THE BIG WHYTHE BIG WHY
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Personal Growth
“I want to be the best I can be”

Personal Growth
“I want to be the best I can be”

My Big WhyMy Big Why
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WhyWhyWhyWhy

WhyWhyWhyWhy

WhyWhyWhyWhy

     What is the “Big Why”? The Big Why is the compelling personal reason to achieve success.     What is your personal Big Why? Freedom to travel the world? The ability to pass on financial wealth to your children and grandchildren? Only you can know this.Example:  Mary McDonald from Coopersburg, PA “I have my 5-year and 10-year goals; the first one is that I want to make sure right now that our investments will cover our monthly note after my husband retires in five years”.  Page 85



BIG GOALS, BIG MODELS & 
BIG HABITS
BIG GOALS, BIG MODELS & 
BIG HABITS

1.Big Goals — The specific, measurable targets that 
fulfill your Big Why.

2.Big Models — The proven systems and strategies 
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2.Big Models — The proven systems and strategies 
for reaching your Big Goals.

3.Big Habits — The consistent actions and right 
choices that come from following Big Models. 

     I am sure you agree with me that life is too big to think small!  Millionaire real estate investors seek out Big Models to attain their Big Goals and over time, they enjoy the gift of Big Habits to drive them toward their financial destiny.     And when you are powered by a Big Why, there is very little that can hold you back!     Always think that money matters!  Make financial education a top priority.  As important as money is in our daily lives and as powerful as the concept of financial wealth building is, it is amazing how the education of money has fallen through the cracks!



THE MONEY MATRIXTHE MONEY MATRIX

Consumption

Cash

Cash Flow

Financial Wealth is built on
CAPITAL and CASH FLOW 

MONEY WORKS MONEY WORKS 
for you!for you!
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Cash Flow

Capital

Consumption

Capital

Shadow Wealth is built on
CONSUMPTION and CASH 

YOU WORK YOU WORK 
for money!for money!Cash Flow

Cash

     In the book you will find this model, called the Money Matrix and this model is important to understand.     Are you an investor, where your financial wealth is built on capital and cash flow, and where ultimately your money is working for you?    OR do you have shadow wealth, the dark part of the model, where you have the appearance of wealth?      Shadow wealth is based largely on consumption and cash rather than capital.  You work for the money instead of having the money work for you and the majority of your money is spent on consumption, with very little cash flow and capital    You may know someone with shadow wealth—they may own an expensive car and nice clothes but live in an apartment, for example.  They have little in the way of tangible assets.    What is important to take away from this is that investors build their financial life on capital and it is this capital that builds their cash flow and cash. Consumers build their financial life on consumption, have very little cash flow and very little capital to pay for their consumption, so they have to continually work for their money to pay for the consumption.



REAL ESTATE < A MOST 
“ABLE” INVESTMENT
REAL ESTATE < A MOST 
“ABLE” INVESTMENT

A. Accessible – Anyone can buy it

B. Appreciable – Increases in value over time

C. Leverage – Buy on margin & borrow against equity 

D. Rentable – Cash Flow! Cash Flow! Cash Flow!
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D. Rentable – Cash Flow! Cash Flow! Cash Flow!

(slide is is automated -- click the slide to list the next paragraph)     Why real estate?  While it is best to have a diversified portfolio in your investment portfolio, I want to draw your attention to real estate as a legitimate resource within your portfolio.  Research and experience has shown that no other investment has had as consistent and powerful effect on the average person’s net worth as real estate ownership!     (click slide)  First, real estate is accessible!  It is easy to understand, easy to find and easy to finance.  There are real estate financing options for every type of property and almost every type of buyer, there are no major financial barriers to entry.      (click slide) Second, real estate is appreciable!  It increases in value over time.  Due to general inflation and the influence of supply and demand as the population increases, so does the demand for housing.     (click slide)  Real estate is leverage ... practically no one pays all cash for a home or real estate investment.  Almost everyone finances it through a mortgage.  Investors get the benefit of the appreciation of the full value of the property while having only to invest a relatively small portion (or down payment) of the purchase price.     (click slide)  Real estate is rentable – you can purchase a property and rent it to someone else.  Your renters are, in essence, paying down your mortgage, which builds your equity in the property.  If you buy it right, you can get additional unearned income in the form of positive cash flow.



REAL ESTATE < A MOST 
“ABLE” INVESTMENT
REAL ESTATE < A MOST 
“ABLE” INVESTMENT

A. Accessible – Anyone can buy it

B. Appreciable – Increases in value over time

C. Leverageable – Buy on margin & borrow against equity 

D. Rentable – Cash Flow! Cash Flow! Cash Flow! 
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D. Rentable – Cash Flow! Cash Flow! Cash Flow! 

E. Improvable – Sweat equity

F. Deductible/Depreciable/Deferrable – Great tax benefits

G. Stable – Slow to rise & slow to fall

H. Liveable – Shelter in more ways than one ….

      (click slide)  Real estate is improvable.  You can improve the value of any property with some tools and some elbow grease, either your own or someone else’s.  The right improvements can significantly increase the value and your equity in the property.     (click slide)  Real estate is deductible, depreciable, and deferrable.  The government wants you own real estate and gives you many great tax benefits to encourage real estate investments.     (click slide) Real estate is stable.  Unlike stocks, where there is not much you can do to affect its price, real estate is slow to rise and fall, it doesn’t surprise you and it doesn’t shock you.     (click slide)  Finally, real estate is livable.  It is the only investment vehicle that could put a roof over your head while at the same time being a great place for you to start investing.  You can buy it, fix it up, rent it out and buy againSo for all these reasons, I hope that you can see how real estate is a very lucrative and powerful vehicle for investing.



THINK VALUE, 
OPPORTUNITY & DEALS
THINK VALUE, 
OPPORTUNITY & DEALS

Know
Value
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Make
Deals

Find
Opportunity

     The millionaire real estate investors that were interviewed revealed that their thinking followed a process – you have to know values in order to recognize opportunities, and you have to find opportunities before you can do deals.     Successful real estate investing begins with identifying value by looking at real estate, a lot of real estate.  The more properties you look at, the more and more accurate your sense of value becomes until it is internalized.  This way, when you discover an available property, you will be able to quickly determine what price will make that property worth pursuing.  This is where the opportunity shows up!     But remember, only if the opportunity meets your criteria, and the seller agrees to meet your terms, does it become a deal.



Think ActionThink Action
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O
Observer

O
Observer

Action

High RiskHigh Risk
High ReturnHigh Return

Low RiskLow Risk
Low ReturnLow Return

No RiskNo Risk No ReturnNo Return

Inaction
Action
Inaction

     There are basically four types of would-be investors …  The Collector is defined as someone who loves owning and buys something to own, but not necessarily the right things.    The Observer loves ideas, but doesn’t take action, does nothing.   The Speculator loves the action of negotiating and buying, but he buys anything.  The Investor loves the opportunity, understands the opportunity and makes the right choices to buy the right things.     In the course of the book’s research, Keller and his team spoke to hundreds of would-be investors, some were moving toward their goals, and others were still learning the game.    It became clear that those who had become the most successful investors had, at some point, made a crucial decision – they decided to take action.  They said to themselves “I know enough to know I’m headed in the right direction.  I need to get started and then keep learning as I go”.  Investors follow a straight and narrow path to action:    straight in that they move from knowledge to action and   narrow in that they minimize risk and maximize returns.    It’s a way of thinking and a way of acting ... this is the true path of the financial wealth builder, the INVESTOR.
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Million
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THE FIVE MODELS –
KEY AREAS

Net Worth
Model

Net Worth
Model

1

• Learn the Path of Money
• Budget for Investments
• Make Investments & 

Track Net Worth

• Understand the Triple 
Benefits of Real Estate:

• Cash Flow
• Appreciation

2
Network
Model

Network
Model

• Network for Knowledge, 
Leverage, and Leads

• Build your Investment 
Dream Team

3
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Track Net Worth • Appreciation
• Debt Pay Down

Dream Team

Lead-
Generation

Model

Lead-
Generation

Model
• Establish your Criteria
• Prospect & Market for 

Real Estate Investment
Opportunities

4
Acquisition

Model
Acquisition

Model

• Master Terms for Making 
Offers and Closing Deals

• Buy & Sell
• Buy & Hold

5



Net Worth
Model
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• Learn the Path of Money
• Budget for Investments
• Make Investments & Track Net Worth
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CONSUMER’S 
PERCEIVED BUDGET

Confuses Discretionary 
Spending with 

Required Spending 

CONSUMER’S 
BUDGET
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Which is why they “just can’t
afford to invest ….”

Investment
Spending

Income
Taxes

Required 
Spending

Discretionary
Spending



HOW A MILLIONAIRE INVESTOR 
SEES THEIR BUDGET
HOW A MILLIONAIRE INVESTOR 
SEES THEIR BUDGET

Considers Investment 
Spending to be 

Required Spending. 

MILLIONAIRE 
INVESTOR’S BUDGET 

MILLIONAIRE INVESTOR’S 
PERCEIVED BUDGET
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Required Spending. 

Which is why they “always 
have money to invest.”

Investment
Spending

Income
Taxes

Required 
Spending

Discretionary
Spending
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• Understand the Triple Benefits of Real Estate
• Cash Flow
• Appreciation
• Debt Pay Down



THE FINANCIAL MODEL PART ONE: 
EQUITY BUILD UP
THE FINANCIAL MODEL PART ONE: 
EQUITY BUILD UP
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Price Appreciation
Debt Pay Down
Equity Build Up

Price Appreciation
Debt Pay Down
Equity Build Up
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EquityEquity

InvestmentInvestment

DebtDebt

MARKET
VALUE

EquityEquity

InvestmentInvestment
DebtDebt

Buy It RightBuy It Right Pay It DownPay It Down

EquityEquity

InvestmentInvestment

Pay It OffPay It Off

EquityEquity

InvestmentInvestment

DebtDebt

VALUE



THE FINANCIAL MODEL PART TWO:
CASH FLOW GROWTH
THE FINANCIAL MODEL PART TWO:
CASH FLOW GROWTH

Rent Appreciation
Debt Pay Off
Cash Flow Growth

Rent Appreciation
Debt Pay Off
Cash Flow Growth

+
=

RENT

Vacancy &
Expenses
Vacancy &
Expenses

RENT

RENT

RENT

Vacancy &
Expenses
Vacancy &
Expenses
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Buy It RightBuy It Right Pay It DownPay It Down Pay It OffPay It Off

Cash FlowCash Flow
Vacancy &
Expenses
Vacancy &
Expenses

Debt ServiceDebt Service

RENT

Cash FlowCash Flow

Vacancy &
Expenses
Vacancy &
Expenses

Debt ServiceDebt Service

Cash FlowCash Flow

ExpensesExpenses

Debt ServiceDebt Service

Cash FlowCash Flow
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ModelModel

• Network for Knowledge, Leverage and Leads
• Build Your Investment Dream Team
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THE MILLIONAIRE REAL ESTATE 
INVESTOR’S WORK NETWORK

Lenders

Real Estate 
Agents

Mentors

Title 
Companies

Landscapers

Appliance
Rentals

Appraisers
Inspectors

Leasing 
Agents

BuildersDevelopers
Investors

Financial
Planners

Partners

Consultants
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MILLIONAIRE 
REAL ESTATE 
INVESTOR

INNER 
CIRCLE

SERVICE
CIRCLE

SUPPORT 
CIRCLE

Attorneys Accountants

Property 
Managers

Contractors

Mentors

Insurance
Agents

Cleaning 
Services

Maintenance
Technician

Rentals

Lawn 
Service

Courthouse
Clerks

Masons

Roofers

Plumbers

Concrete 
Companies

Painter

Flooring
& Carpet

Electrician

Carpenter

Planners Consultants
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ModelModel

• Establish Your Criteria
• Prospect & Market for Real Estate 

Investment Opportunities



Identify the People 
who can connect you to 
Properties that meet 

your Criteria

Identify the People 
who can connect you to 
Properties that meet 

your Criteria

2

Have Clear Criteria for 
the Property you want 

to Invest in

Have Clear Criteria for 
the Property you want 

to Invest in

1

THE LEAD GENERATION MODEL 
FOR INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
THE LEAD GENERATION MODEL 
FOR INVESTMENT PROPERTIES

WHATWHAT WHOWHO
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Separate Suspects from 
Prospects

Separate Suspects from 
Prospects

4

Systematically Lead 
Generate for Properties 

and People

Systematically Lead 
Generate for Properties 

and People

3

WHICHWHICHHOWHOW



Have Clear Criteria 
for the Property you 
want to Invest in

Have Clear Criteria 
for the Property you 
want to Invest in

1
1. Location
2. Type
3. Economic
4. Condition

5. Construction
6. Features
7. Amenities

WHAT AM I LOOKING FOR?WHAT AM I LOOKING FOR?

33

1) What You’ll Consider
2) What You’ll Buy

Two Kinds of Criteria

want to Invest in
4. Condition



2) TYPE
q Single Family

q Home
q Condo
q Town Home
q Mobile Home
q Zero Lot/Garden

q Small Multi Family
q Duplex
q Fourplex

q Large Multifamily/Commercial
q Land/Lot

1) LOCATION 
q Country
q State/Province

q Taxes
q Rentals Laws
q Weather

q County/Parrish
q City/Town

q Taxes
q Services

q Neighborhood
School District

MILLIONAIRE REAL ESTATE 
INVESTOR’S CRITERIA WORKSHEET
MILLIONAIRE REAL ESTATE 
INVESTOR’S CRITERIA WORKSHEET

Appears on 
Page 184
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q Land/Lot
q New/Preconstruction 
q Resale
q Urban
q Suburban
q Exurban
q Rural
q Resort/Vacation
q Farm/Ranch
ECONOMIC
q Price Range

q From  $______
q To $______ 

q Discount ___%
q Cash Flow $______ / 

Mo
q Appreciation ___% /Yr

q Neighborhood
q School District
q Crime
q Transportation
q Shopping/Recreati

on
q Street

q Traffic
q Size

q Lot
q Zoning
q Adjoining Lots
q Lot Size
q Trees
q Privacy
q Landscaping
q Orientation/View



How Millionaire Real Estate 
Investors Find Opportunity
How Millionaire Real Estate 
Investors Find Opportunity

Networking

Real Estate Agents/MLS

Driving/Walking

Newspaper & Ads

32%

28%

10%

9%

Appears on 
Page 198
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Newspaper & Ads

Foreclosure Listings

For Sale By Owners

Internet/Database Research

Targeted Marketing

Other

9%

7%

4%

3%

2%

5%



WHICH PROPERTIES ARE 
THE REAL OPPORTUNITIES?
WHICH PROPERTIES ARE 
THE REAL OPPORTUNITIES?

Separate SuspectsSeparate Suspects

4

1.Qualify all Suspects

36

Separate Suspects
from Prospects

Separate Suspects
from Prospects

1.Qualify all Suspects
2. Focus only on Prospects



10

THE LAW OF NUMBERSTHE LAW OF NUMBERS

30 Consider

Look At

Appears on 
Page 216
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1

3

10 Look At

Offers

Buy



The Acquisition
Model

The Acquisition
Model

5
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ModelModel

• Master Terms for Making Offers &
Closing Deals

• Cash Building
• Cash & Equity Buildup



THE ACQUISITION MODEL OF THE 
MILLIONAIRE REAL ESTATE INVESTOR
THE ACQUISITION MODEL OF THE 
MILLIONAIRE REAL ESTATE INVESTOR
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CASH FLOW & 
EQUITY

CASH FLOW & 
EQUITY
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Buy & SellBuy & Sell
3

Buy, Improve,
& Sell

Buy, Improve,
& Sell

4

Buy, Improve,
& Hold

Buy, Improve,
& Hold

3

Appears on 
Page 222
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Your Cash-Building 
Platform

Your Wealth-Building 
Platform

Find & ReferFind & Refer
1

Control & 
Assign

Control & 
Assign

2

Buy & Sell

Lease OptionLease Option
1

Buy & HoldBuy & Hold
2



After Repair Value (ARV) $

Fast Sell Factor – $ %

Fast After Repair Value (FARV) = $

Discount/Profit – $ %

1 Cost of Purchase (COP) – $

2 Cost of Repair (COR) – $

3 Carrying Costs (CC) – $

4 Cost of Sale (COS) – $

Purchase Price = $

Amount Financed – $

Total Investment = $

1

Finder's Fee $

Inspection + $

Closing Costs + $

Total Cost of Purchase = $

2

Pu
rc

ha
se

 T
er

m
s

Cost of Purchase Sub-Worksheet 

Cost of Repair Sub-Worksheet 

Terms Worksheet

TERMS WORKSHEET: BUY & SELL

40

Cosmetic Minor + $

Cosmetic Major + $

Structural + $

Fixtures/Appliances + $

Landscaping + $

Contingency Factor + $ %

Total Cost of Repair = $

3

Taxes + $

Fees/Insurance + $

Utilities/Services + $

Debt Service + $

Property Upkeep + $

Total Carrying Cost = $

4

Agent Commissions + $

Home Warranty + $

Title Insurance & Fees + $

Buyer Closing Costs + $

Total Cost of Sales = $

O
pe

ra
tin

g 
T

er
m

s

Carrying Costs Sub-Worksheet 

Cost of Sale Sub-Worksheet 



Market Value (MV) $ 125,000.00         
Discount/Profit – $ 25,000.00           20%

Purchase Price = $ 100,000.00         
Amount Financed – $ 80,000.00           

Down Payment = $ 20,000.00           20%
1 Cost of Purchase (COP) + $ 925.00               
2 Cost of Repair (COR) + $ 7,095.00             

Total Investment = $ 28,020.00           

3 Net Operating Income (NOI) – $ 563.33               
4 Principle  & Interest – $ 555.54               

Cash Flow Monthly/ Annual = $ 7.79                   = $ 93.52

1

Finder's Fee $ 0.00
Inspection + $ 125.00               

Closing Costs + $ 800.00               925.00               

Total Cost of Purchase = $ 925.00               

2

Cosmetic Minor + $ 3,200.00
Cosmetic Major + $ 0.00

Structural + $ 1,800.00
Fixtures/Appliances + $ 1,250.00             

Terms Worksheet: Buy & Hold

Pu
rc

ha
se

 T
er

m
s

Cost of Purchase Sub-Worksheet 

Cost of Repair Sub-Worksheet 

Terms Worksheet
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Fixtures/Appliances + $ 1,250.00             
Landscaping + $ 200.00               6,450.00                                      

Contingency Factor + $ 645.00               10%

Total Cost of Repair = $ 7,095.00             

3

Gross Rental Income – $ 1,000.00             0.8%  of MV
Vacancy – $ 60.00                 

Net Rental Income = $ 940.00               
Expenses 38%

Property Management – $ 0.00
Leasing Costs (Annual/12) – $ 16.67                 

Maintenance (Annual Reserve/12) – $ 20.00                 
Utilities – $ 0.00

Property Taxes – $ 250.00               0.200%  of MV
Insurance – $ 75.00                 0.300%  of MV

Other – $ 15.00                 376.67

Net Operating Income = $ 563.33               

4

30-Year Mortgage
30-Year Mortgage Rate 6.97%

30-Year Principle &  Interest $ 555.54               
15-Year Mortgage Rate

15-Year Mortgage Rate 7.43%
15-Year Principle &  Interest $ 717.72               

O
pe

ra
tin

g 
T
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m

s

Net Operating Income Sub-Worksheet 

Principle & Interest Sub-Worksheet 



Big WhyBig Why

Big GoalsBig Goals

Understand &
Path Money

Understand &
Path Money

Become An InvestorBecome An Investor

Learn Real
Estate Market

Learn Real
Estate Market

ProspectProspect Build & Work DatabaseBuild & Work Database MarketMarket

Build NetworkBuild Network

Define CriteriaDefine Criteria

PUT IT ALL TOGETHERPUT IT ALL TOGETHER

Get MotivatedGet Motivated

Acquire
Knowledge &

Focus

Acquire
Knowledge &

Focus

GenerateGenerate
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ProspectProspect Build & Work DatabaseBuild & Work Database MarketMarket

LeadsLeads

Interview
Sellers

Interview
SellersEngage NetworkEngage Network

Inspect 
Properties
Inspect 

Properties

Make Offers &
Negotiate Terms
Make Offers &

Negotiate Terms

Acquire DealsAcquire Deals

Evaluate ResultsEvaluate Results

Generate
Leads

Generate
Leads

Convert Suspects
To Prospects

Convert Suspects
To Prospects

Buy
Real Estate

Buy
Real Estate

Gain InsightGain Insight



How can we help?How can we help?

Answer your Questions

Building your Work Network and Leads Network
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www.millionairesystems.com

Business by the Book

THANK YOU FOR COMING!


